J70 European Championship 2020
NEWSLETTER

The 2020 European Championships will take place in
Copenhagen 3-11 July.
The Royal Danish Yacht Club is looking very much forward to host
the Europeans next year and preparations are already well under
way. J70 sailing is a very fundamental part of the Club. We won
the first European League Final and our teams have always been
among the top 5 in Europe. So even that the class is relative
young we have a strong tradition.
The event will take place at Skovshoved Harbour
app 10 km north of Copenhagen center. This
harbour is one of 3 stations that RDYC runs and
it is the biggest as it was expanded and
renovated 4 years ago. It is the intention to have
all the boats – there will be a max limit of
entries of 150 – moored in the same basin close
to the clubhouse and race office.
The event site is already up and running at
www.J70europeans2020.com and we will
gradually upload relevant information the
coming months.
NOR in a preliminary version is available – and this preliminary
should be very close to the final that will be uploaded not later
than December 1st.
The Entry module – which is run by Manage2Sail.com - is also
active, so if you want to be sure to be one of the 150 our best
advice is to register and pay ASAP. Be aware that apart from
registration of the boat and the crew you will be able in the
merchandise module to order event polos, space for Ribs and
tickets for spouses and shore crew to take part in the social
program.
You don’t have to do all in one sequence you can come
back and adjust and add orders or change information.
The event will be run as a sustainability regatta meaning
among other activities that we will work hard to
minimize paper and try to make as much run
electronical.
And when you are not on the water there will be a lot
of social activities at or close to the harbour and
Copenhagen is fantastic in July – just to mention Tivoli,
Canal Touring, Nyhavn and Bakken. And for those not sailing
Copenhagen shopping is world famous.
Event mail will be J70europeans@kdy.dk
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